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Glossary of Terms

Abstract
Designing for the next generation of UI is taking
Science-fiction and making it fact. The personal
computing revolution of the 1980’s/90’s has
continued to hold to Moore’s law: while processor
power doubles every 18 months, the price falls.
Underkoffler
The information revolution of the internet
has seen memorized knowledge fall in importance
before instant, wide ranging search results .Robertson
Increases in transmission bandwidth have turned
the internet into a visual media web rather than
one centered on text.See Timeline Computers, Screens
and Information are discrete components that do
not need to be bound together.
Much of the infrastructure supporting students
is handed down from the early computing days.
Underkoffler
Although
the
desktop/laptop/tablet
connection of one human to one screen and one
computer worked in the past; today’s educational
enviroment requires the flexibility of multiple user
interface options, all supported by an invisible
network of processors.
Human creativity is no longer served by abstracting
into an inherently limiting virtual screen space.
Immersive and physically responsive computing
places student learning experiences in the real
world. The small dispalys fail to engage our
senses: depth perception, spatial thinking, and
visual memories are unused by the small displays
the internet hides behind; at our loss. Integrating
technology into interior design used to mean
plugging large fixed components into spaces.
Designers and users strove to accomodate the
machines. Now the machines accomodate the
human users. This freedom demands that designers
return to the questions of what makes a room good
for a task, and then ask what sort of computing
infrastructure will best meet those needs.
As an annex of the VCU Cabell library serving
students, the immersive media library offers more
of the visually immersive spaces the library already
plans to build; the design aims to be human centric.
The finished spaces will be good spaces to work
in independent of changing infrastructure, easily
upgradeable while serving student learning.

4

User Interface (UI) – How one interacts with, and defines the scope of computers. With a desktop

To find libraries or content creation spaces that
apply to the project, the following questions are
asked of built environments, main users, and main
technologies:

Is multimedia technology a part of the space?
Is collaboration between people enabled by the
multimedia technology?
What is the most current technology in
computer interfaces:
specifically gestural and touch?
Is the enviroment designed to create spaces for
collaboration?

Material
precedents
include
the
various
technologies that will be used in the new library.
The Microsoft kinect and PixelSense, the Leap
Motion controller, and voice activated screens and
projectors.
With Librarians being central to the project, these
experts will be asked the following questions
about
built spaces in use now:

Looking back: what did the design get right?
Looking back: what did the design get wrong?
If a completed project were to be redone now,
would different technology choices be made?

Abstract

one sits down at a desk in front of a screen, reaches for the mouse and clicks away. Laptops are little
different, though sometimes the laptop is sitting on a users knees in a cafe. Tablets and smartphones
have a much more intimate interface. Holding a small device in a single hand and touching the screen
with fingers makes the experience very personal.
Graphical User Interface (GUI) – The breakthrough that made computers what they are today. A
screen that uses color and graphics to allow users to manipulate information in ways that the general
population finds useful.
Gestural User Interface - a method of interacting with information displayed on a screen without
mechanical tools like a mouse or keyboard. Instead of moving a mouse to move the cursor on a screen
the user just points at the target on the screen with the appropriate gesture.
A gestural interface is frequently paired with a voice control feature that allows users to give
commands by speaking. Gestural interfaces require much more processing power to identify and
interpret motions than a mouse and keyboard UI combination. The processing required is why the first
computers didn’t even have a keyboard/mouse interface, the processing power was not available; or
was unaffordable.
The Microsoft kinect has both gesture and voice
capability
Osmo is not specifically a gestural interface; for
this project it can be thought of as a physical
interface; one where the user modifies their
surrounding environment that are displayed in a
2 dimensional form on the screen.
Leap is a gestural interface only
A smartphone has a gesture and voice interface
Computer - A processor for manipulating information that retrieves data from storage in the form of
programs and files.
Storage - The physical location of the data used by the computer. The reasons the computer and the
storage are located in the same box are: speed of access (bandwidth-how quickly can so much data be
moved from storage to the processor) and security (information moving over a network is susceptible
to interference).
Internet - A global spiders web of computers linked together to share information. As of 2014 the
Internet is primarily graphically based. The top websites’ by daily use are google, facebook, YouTube &
Wikipedia, while the top user of bandwidth in the US is Netflix.
Cloud Computing – High speed internet has allowed users to shift some, or all, of their processing and
storage needs onto non-local servers which allows for backups to be more secure, costs to be shared,
and information to be collaborated on with teams located anywhere in the world.
Screen / Display - Where the keyboard and mouse are input devices the screen and printer are output
devices; how the user gets information from the computer. With touchscreens; the display is both input
and output, making it a gestural interface.
Personal Computer (pc) / Desktop - Stationary computer towers, typically much more powerful than
laptops, featuring multiple processors, and external displays.
Laptop - The most common computer in use today. Designed for mobility, laptop computers make
trade offs in processor performance in order to extend battery life and / or save on weight.
Moore’s Law - The observation of Gordon Moore in 1965 that has been an accurate prediction of
computing technology since: “the number of transistors on a processor will double roughly every 18
months”
Collaborative Space A physical arrangement of materials for more than one person to work on
an idea at once.
Wayfinding - Describes how people navigate in digital or physical space. There are four stages of
navigation that influence the graphical design of websites, the colors on signs, and where they are
placed, and the architectural layout of the spaces in a building.
Orientation – locating ones self or a different
starting point in relation to the end goal and
relevant reference points along the way.
Route Decision – choosing a path to take from
starting to end point.
Route Monitoring – checking against reference
points along the selected path to
keep on course.
Recognition of Endpoint – reaching an
endpoint and recognizing it.
Glossary
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2001: A Space Odessy
Tablets and Voice Interaction with AI
1966
1966		
1969
Star Trek
Cell Phones and Personal Computers

1969
Programma 101
First PC

1982		
BladeRunner
ubiquitous computing, voice
command, screenscape
Commodore PET
GUI
1977
1977
Apple II
GUI+mouse

1987					
Star Trek TNG
computer networks, PAD’s

Commodore 64
Most successful pc ever sold
1982
1984
Motorola
Cellphone

2002
Minority Report
an intermediate step between the luminous
room and the kinect
enters the zeitgeist and marks the begining of
the end for the mouse

1994

apple begins work on iphone
1997
PDA released

google
1996

1969
ARPAnet
US military and civil network

1998
MIT Luminous room
precursor to kinect

Carnigie Mellon
1st campus with full wifi
1997

1990
AOL
internet becomes common and gains a GUI

The gestural interface in minority report was not a movie
effects one off, and that is why it has remained a go to
reference for anyone talking about new interface design. The
set designer working on the film contacted the New Media
Lab at MIT and asked them to design a realistic interface
that viewers would both understand as contemporary, but
also see as futuristic. The MIT team delivered a researched
system with intuitive hand gestures that has been published
and can even be imported to the kinect sensor. Where the
2002 movie had gloves with lights to be tracked by unseen
cameras, the kinect in 2010 could do the same job without.

In 1982 the Commodore 64 was released, that same year the
movie going public saw Ridley Scott’s Blade Runner, which
in its opening scene (pictured left) featured a computer
monitor centered in the scene. What is not featured as
heavily in the movie are keyboards or mice. In his apartment
Harrison Ford speaks to his computer while lying on his
couch. While the keyboard and mouse user interface was
just being introduced to the public, the movies were already
moving past it.
7: Minority Report. Steve Spielberg. 2002

3: Blade Runner. Ridley Scott, 1982. wikicommons

Another common scene cited from the film are ones where
moving images dominate whole faces of buildings (lower
left). The scale little removed from plazas in Times Square
or downtown Tokyo or Singapore, but then they were
demonstrations of an architecture married to graphics.
Interior spaces getting the same treatment is more
contemporary, but with the films Prometheus and Oblivion,
and Cloud Atlas, it is happening, and with some contemporary
retail design it is being built. Bhattarai
4: Blade Runner. Ridley Scott, 1982. wikicommons
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Prometheus
AI, immersive and
designed screenscape
2012
2011
2013
Corning
Oblivion
a Day Made of Glass
design zeitgeist

2008
Qunatum of Solace
Microsoft Surface is
on set, not an effect
Nintendo Wii
tethered location game console
microsoft begins work on the
2006
2003
2007
RIM Blackberry
Apple iPhone
the PDA had been a product without a
mass market adoption of
market until the cellphone is added into it
smartphones
facebook
2004

kinect
2008
2010
Microsoft Surface is Microsoft kinect
released
gesture, voice, motion

twitter

2003
myspace
social media is born
2004
youtube
video sharing

2007
Netflix Streaming
2010 streaming services
account for 50%+ of
bandwidth on the internet

2010
pinterist

2011
snapchat
innovation in the
permanence of
socail media

Shown here in the movie Oblivion is a table like the Microsoft
surface that has turned a corner to meet the needs of
information that needs to be read on a vertical surface close
by. These types of table and screen pairs already exist at
VCU and are pictured in the section on the Pew library; TV’s
mounted at the end of small tables link to computers for
groups to share information. The next logical step is that
instead of computers siting on the table, the table itself will
be a computing device.
5: Prometheus. Ridley Scott, 2012.

2014
osmo
leap

This scene from Prometheus shows how important
consideration of screens will be in design. An elegant room
with a round perimeter has what looks like a panoramic
window onto a farm, then into a snowy forest. Later the same
screen is used to review data. In both functions, as decoration
and as work space the screen is unobtrusive. The furnishing
of the room is part of what makes the disappearing screen
possible. Chairs are set far enough away from the wall/
screen that a person sitting in the chair could swivel around
and look at part of the screen without bumping into it, or
going nearsighted. The wall with the screen is curved to
envelope users, while also providing a wide angle
of possible views.

8: Oblivion. Jospeh Kosinski. 2013

screen
chairs
table with display
screen
chairs
table with display
6: Prometheus. Ridley Scott, 2012.
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The computer and Internet revolutions continue. The
user interface revolution has shifted the primary mode
of communication from the abstract mouse/keyboard
combination to direct interaction of touchscreens, voice
commands, and gestures. New display technologies allow
users to link their virtual desktop (pulled from the cloud, or a
cell phone) to a physical desk or to project it onto the office
wall. The physical space a user occupies will also be the
interface with which they manipulate data. Interior Design
will have a large part to play to assure that whole scenes
from science fiction are realized into well-designed facts.
Good UI is hard to find in film. Films often use effects to
simulate technology that is graphically stunning, without
considering whether it is usable. When what is imagined in
film is practical, it often becomes a sketch for a product that
is developed within a few years. In 2002, Minority Report
became synonymous with gestural interface, and it showed
personalized ads projected onto a storefront screen as a
person walked by. In 2011, Corning released A Day Made of
Glass, which brought ubiquitous screens into the zeitgeist.
My favorite part of science fiction movies are the scenes
of daily life in advanced societies—stunning cityscapes,
strange costumes and stylish interfaces that look nothing
like the desktops in use now. The appeal of life in innovative
science fiction is what drives my design goals.

The most remarkable thing about his TED talk was that it
wasn’t prescient, a point Underkoffler stressed. In 1982
Ridley Scott’s Blade Runner screens feature heavily in the
cinematography of the movie, but keyboards do not.
When the PC was being introduced to the average movie
goer, its interface already being reimagined. During
Underkoffler’s clip from the Luminous room he remarks on
the age of the interface, it is from 1998. At the time the cost
of the cameras is what made the technology unaffordable,
not the processing. When asked about the application of
Luminous rooms presently he telegraphed the soon to be
released Microsoft kinect by saying “the multiple cameras
will go away... so will in the gloves... in months to a year.”
His speech concludes with remarks on the importance of the
human user and called to designers especially to demand a
more human centric experience from the computer.

In February 2010 Professor John Underkoffler of MITs
New Media Lab gave a speech about the inevitability of a
paradigm shift in computing. The speech was accompanied
by a demonstration of the kind of merging of the information
held in computers and the world users live in. Facing a bank
of screens Underkoffler was able to control the flow of
information with hand gestures instead of a keyboard. The
audience claps at seeing in real life what people in 2010 only
saw in movies more and more frequently.

10
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Film
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9: Starting as a game platform, the kinects usefullness has shown
itself across mulitple uses; here in a physical therapy setting.Underkoffler

10 + 11: The osmo system combines the blue line
and the marker itself as input to control a game.

12 + 13: The close up nature of the Leap motion

Leap motion controller

by: leap motion.inc
release: 2014
technology: infrared led, infrared cameras
applications: mouse replacement, 3D close up
screen interaction
The Leap motion
is designed for desktop
interaction with a screen; the GUI analogy would
be to reaching into the screen to manipulate
objects. Integration into table displays or current
touch screen monitors is already underway, and
offers the user a step back from a screen and the
ability to move in true three dimensions, enabling
hands free control over a laptop.
The scanning range of a kinect

Kinect

Osmo

by: Microsoft
release: 2010
technology: infrared laser, infrared camera,
visual camera, audio sensors
applications: gestural and voice command
interface replacing keyboard and mouse,
redefining the relationship between human,
computer and spatial environment

by: Tangible Play
release: 2014
technology: mirror, software image recognition
applications: 2D close up screen interaction

In movies, actors gesture and the world responds.
Now game players can do the same, more
serious users have noticed, and are putting the
technology to work. The human body is our most
natural tool. We speak to our fellow humans, we
manipulate the world with our hands, and our
movements all carry meaning. The computer
interface of keyboard and mouse can not work on
those terms; and humans have bent into hunches
trying to meet the computer where the limited
processing power of the 1970’s could deliver.
Those limitations are in the past, and gestures are
already a part of the touch screen. Separating
the screen and the finger is a very small jump,
but a massive shift in the paradigm of ui.

12

Precedent

Osmo is a charming mirror in a hat that sits on
top of a tablets forward facing camera, reflecting
light up from directly in front of the screen.
The software takes advantage of the massive
processing power in any common pad to respond
in real time to the 2D environment captured by
the camera. Real objects, like a pen are recorded
by the camera as flat and can be used to interact
with the games on the tablet screen.
More ambitious uses of the engine could be when
a perspective is set up and the engine completes
the scene with shadows, or if the drawing were
of a plan and the engine then extruded it into the
three dimensional thickness like sketchup or revit.

Sprout

by: HP
Touchscreen with overhead scaner / projector
This HP desktop combines multiple technologies
to merge the creative landscape for UI. The
overhead projector is also a scanner. It is used as
an input method where an object can be made
physicaly, and then brought into the virtual space.
The same object can be complimented via the
projector, modifying the physical with graphical
content created virtualy. This technology is a
working example of the shift in computing. The
physical space & the computing spcae are the
same: just as Underkoffler predicted in his TED
talk where he explained the nature of our new
enviroment.

Technology
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14 + 15: Tabletop computing

Pixelsense

6’

5’

by: Microsoft & Samsung - SUR40 Table
release: 2007 (1.0) 2012 (2.0 samsung coventure)
applications: table computer, desktop & laptop
replacement, collaborative work surface
Not all work is done on a vertical screenscape;
nor is all work is done from afar by gesture.
Working around a table is the core experience
of collaboration. With laptops, files have to be
shared, external monitors can be plugged in—
but the information is still resident on someones
laptop. The tabletop is the surface on which
people collaborate in the physical world. A table
like the pixelsense allows that same surface to be
the digital collaboration board as well.

8’

10’6

1’9

3’3

5’

3’6

The second graphic shows that a full floor length
screen is unlikely to be used. The ergonomic
approach would have storage running from 9” to
24,” with a screen running from the 2’ mark to a
height of 6’~7’ for standing users and lower for
seated users; from 2’ to 5’6.

6’ 6” Screen Top

5’ 6” Screen Top

Ideum Smart Tables

by: Ideum
Multi-touch surfaces realizing the potential for
desk computing
Ideum products are the most versitile tables
curently on the market; while they will be
suplanted as the trend moves away from desktops
to display surfaces, they are working models of
the furture enviroment.

39” Table Height
2’ Screen Bottom

2’ Screen Bottom
24” Table Height
22” Table Height

9” Start of shelf

0” Floor
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Technology
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NCSU James B. Hunt Jr. Library
Location:		

Raleigh, NC

Date:			2013
Area:			221,000 sf

Snohetta & DEGW
Key Features:

automated book retrieval (ASRS)
keeps 2 Million books in 1/9 the space
content creation spaces supported
by multimedia technologies
Mary Idema Pew

Hunt

Site

43 group spaces

Project Relevance:
As a next generation library the Hunt is the
program I used as a jumping off point with the
goal of surpassing it.

0 10’

16

Precedent

50’

100’

150’

xxx
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16: Geographic tour Teaching in the Visualization lab

19: Genome map Teaching in the Visualization lab

Where should the screens go
in a Library?
While the screen space has a small footprint in
the plan of the Hunt library, it is the driver of the
interior space planning. The new media spaces are
varied and spread out through the public areas of
the building. Placed along main circulation paths
the screen spaces are always in view of visitors.
The spaces pull the open plan group collaborative
spaces towards the media spaces and push quiet
study areas away. The quiet reading areas are
bounded by the back of the group study cells.
The lively public technology spaces are the focus
of the group cells, which protect the quiet areas
from the noise.

17: Game lab

20: Idea wall on the second floor

22: This room is a typical
whiteboard room that could
be enhanced by a projection
and captre system that would
make the whole room a
computer interface.

18: Fish Bowls for chance encounters

18

ASRS—automatic book retrieval system.
The value of the book, especially in a library, is not
in question. But the amount of material a library
needs to have in order to support the educational
community can overwhelm a project if the budget
is eaten up by stacks for circulation. The computer
controlled bookbot collapses 2 million books down
into 1/9th the space open stacks would fill, and by
storing the books in a controlled climate, the longevity
of the books is extended. In a sense these libraries
have already taken some aspect of the book out of
the public experience of an academic library.

21: AskUs Display wall

Precedent

NCSU : Hunt

19

Third floor

Ground floor

Fourth floor

Second floor
Prgromatic areas by footprint
Technology
Staff
Colaborative learning
Private group areas
Open stack books
ARS books
Cafe

Fifth floor
20

Precedent

NCSU : Hunt
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GVCU Mary Idema Pew Library
Location:		

Allendale, MI

Date:			2014
Area:			75,150 sf

stantec

Key Features:

600,000 books out of 750 thousand in ASRS
Open stacks holding 1/5 of the total take up much
of the available floor space
19 group study rooms
Mary Idema Pew

Hunt

Site

Project Relevance:
A comparingthe Hunt & Mary Idema shows that
the universities have similar programitc golas,
but that the Hunt focused more on the technolgy
that will become relevant, while the Mary Idema
embraces already outdated design goals.

0 10’
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150’
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23: Floating group space

24: Group table with display

How can the relationship between
the student commons, quiet reading
rooms and the library staff be
arranged?						

26: Floating group space

The staff spaces have the largest footprint in the library,
and are behind less than welcoming walls and receptionists.
The commons is on the ground floor while the staff on the
top floors. Student librarian interaction is not by chance.
The libraries response to the separation is to make a
interaction space called the Knowledge Market; a place
with bar stool height small tables where small gatherings
(5) can be held in a high energy, open plan space adjacent
to the screen rooms and near the cafe on the main floor.
The design fails to consider the needs of collaborators
for more than quick meetings or for collaborations to be
supported by embedded technologies.

27: Knowledge market
28: The Knowledge
Market meeting tables:
These tables don’t
allow for long meetings
or for groups to spread
out materials. As shown
in the plans, the staff
are vertically separated
from this interaction
space.

Do different types of learning/work/
collaboration happen in cafes vs.
libraries?
Bookstores and libraries alike all have their cafes where
patrons can read and drink their coffee. Where libraries
still hold to the rule of quiet with in the space proper, they
have set the cafe aside as a place where people can make
a conversational level of noise. In more modern libraries the
cafe helps make a staged level of focus. The cafe is where
people meet, talk quickly or read a story. Once inside the
main library the nature of reading or group collaboration
changes. Within the building footprint the cafe at GVSU is
roughly triple the size of the cafe currently in the site, and the
cafe at the Hunt. As the design develops the role of learning
strategies will shape the size of the cafe within the program.

25: Whitewall colaboration alcoves

24

Precedent

GVSU : Pew
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ARS
Stacks
Tech
Cafe
Staff
Public
Group
ARS
Stacks

Tech
Cafe
Staff
Public
Group
ARS
Stacks

Ground floor

Fourth floor
Tech
Cafe
Staff
Public
Group
ARS
Stacks

Second floor

Fifth floor

Tech
Cafe
Staff
Public
Group
ARS
Stacks

Prgromatic areas by footprint
Technology
Staff
Colaborative learning
Private group areas
Open stack books
ARS books
Cafe

Third floor

26

Precedent

GVSU : Pew
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Programing &
Planing

Net Area

Professional Relevance
Technological integration
will become more
important across the profession. As designers
we need to think of screens and computers as
furniture; which piece is best for the design.

40

Y

Libraian Office

3.040

Y

96

16

5

Staff Break Room

300

N

16

1

24

IT Support

800

N

8

1

8

AV Production

3.500

Y

15

4

8

User Profiles

Large Collaborative Space

1.200

Y

80

4

20

Small Collabroative Space

800

Y

105

15

7

Librarians

Showcase Technology

1

10

Maintenance
public needs:		
private needs:		

100

Y

1.000

Y

50

1

50

Auditorium

500

Y

60

1

50

Cafe Storage

100

N

1

Cleaning

200

N

2

Cafe

public collab space
media intensive, visual/sound

Elevator

100

Y

1

Freight Elevator

200

Y

1

direct connection

easy access to building
back office infrastructure

Lecturers

supportive connection
progromatic overlap

12.740 Program
19.000 Gross sqf

380

67% Efficency

Program:

public needs:		
way finding & lecture space
private needs:		technical assistance, technical 							 Entry		 To orient a visitor to the 			
			
building, even to a floor
			support from staff

Cafe			

Public Collaborative Zones				
			Spaces defined by furnitur 		

			
or changes in ceiling height that plan
			
for a wide variety of screen needs with
			current technology.

A social space for visitors to interact
			
even if they have no pressing research
			
needs. Serving drinks & premade food
			stuffs.

Private Collaborative Zones				
		Enclosed research rooms that are more 		

Librarian's Hub

		
		
		

At the center of the first floor
				
the Hub will function like a 		
			
traditional reference desk where 		
			
general questions can be asked & 		
			study spaces reserved.

Personal Relevance

VCU Demographics

As an annex of the VCU Cabell library serving
students the immersive media library offers
more of the visually immersive spaces the library
already plans to build; the design aims to be
human centric, as new technology comes into play
the spaces themselves should be strong enough
to cope, while the computing infrastructure
changes.

All Undergraduates			23,951
Women
13,487 			(56.3%)
Men 10,464 				(43.7%)

Holodeck		

Ethnicity of Students from U.S.
American Indian/Alaskan Native
0.3%
Asian 					12.4%
Black/African-American 		
18.9%
Hispanic/Latino 			7.3%
Multi-race (not Hispanic/Latino)
4.3%
Native Hawaiian/ Pacific Islander
0.3%
White 					53.1%
Average Age 			22

IT Support		

Site

Occupants per Space

1

1.000

public needs:		
private needs:		

30

Number of spaces

Librarian Hub

Students

Computers are fast cheap and plentiful. Human
creative genius is our creativity; alone or in
collaborative groups. If provided with immersive
and physically responsive computing the student
learning experience is placed back in the real
world, rather than the computer interface.
Our senses: depth perception, spatial thinking,
and visual memories are ill served by the small
displays the internet hides behind. A full scale
data stream offers more in the way of learning
than any monitor ever could.

Total Occupants
40

public needs:		
1st point of contact
private needs:		
private consult space
				
office space / break space

Local Relevance

Accessable

focused than the public zones. These rooms
are built with modular wall systems that are
easy to modify as technology changes 		
over the lifetime of the library.

A virtual reality environment & 		
			
auditorium space allowing users to 		
			leave Richmond entirely

			
			
			

Equipment will break. It will 		
malfunction. The IT staff will be 		
on hand to fix what can be fixed, & 		
remove what needs to be operated on.

Break room		
			
		

A Private away space for staff
with access to northern daylight & a
view of the commons behind the library.

Overview

31
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Opens: 1888
Closes: 1949
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>

814 W. Broad st
Richmond Trolley
Richmond Glass Shop
VCU buys 2013

9

Dimensions
4
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Site:

814 W Broad st

1
2
3
4
5

Depot Anex			
Alumni Relations		
Student Media Center		
Cultural Experience		
Fine Arts			

VCU
VCU
VCU
VCU
VCU

801 W Marshall
807 W Broad
811 W Broad
906 W Broad
912 W Broad

Site

/

Gross: 19,000 sqf
Length:
143’ 11”		
Interior
Width: 64’		
Interior
Zone: Commercial B4

Facts

Wood joist on top of structural steel post and
beam hybrid construction. Loads are carried on
the I beam columns, the exterior massonry walls
are also bear load.
The front facade is American Federal, and as a
civic building, it was made as an icon of civilization.
814 was a stop on the Richmond Trolley line, the
first public mass transit in the United States. The
facade was covered during the building’s life as
the Richmond Glass Co. and when the building
was vacant.
The facade was uncoverd and restored to the
original state when VCU bought the building in
2013. The interior contains a grand staircase,
reminiscent of the origional station staircase was
reproduced during the renovation of the building,
and classrooms occupy spaces that had been the
front offices of the Richmond Glass Company.

Site Description
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1: vcu fine arts building

2: W Broad approaching site

7: grocery store 816 W Broad

8: 814 W Broad site

3: future ICA site

4: W Broad st

9: vcu apartments

10: vcu parking deck

5: Goshen st

6: alley exterior 814 W Broad

12: site detail

11: vcu Depot expanison site

Site

Building Photos
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E/W sun diagram of light on March 21st
Sunrise
High noon

N/S sun diagram of light on March 21st
Sunrise
High noon

E/W sun diagram of light on June 21st
Sunrise
High noon
Sunset

N/S sun diagram of light on June 21st
Sunrise
High noon
Sunset

N/S sun diagram of light on December 21st
Sunrise
High noon
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E/W sun diagram of light on December 21st
Sunrise
High noon

Site

Sun Study
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1: 1st floor window view to 816 W Borad

2: 1st floor garage space

9: 1st floor window view to Braod st

10: 1st floor up staircase view

3: 2nd floor staircase

4: 2nd floor classroom

11: 2nd floor typical office suite

12: 2nd floor open plan

5: 1st floor emergency
staircase

38

7: 1st floor hallway
to gallery space

6: 1st floor historic freight
elevator

Site

8: 2nd floor skylight

13: 2nd floor historic
staircase glassed over

14: 1st emergency exit

15: 2nd floor typical
framing detail

Interior Photos
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Students
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Find
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Late-Night
Learn
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Hierarchy
Late-Night
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Private
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Answer
Listen
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Recognize
Share
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Precedent
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Purpose:
I have imagined the Immersive Media Library (IML) as an
annex of the main VCU library, offering a concentration
of visually immersive spaces to compliment the space
the university is already building in the renovated Cabell
Library. The design is new in that the emphasis is placed
on the collaboration between librarians and visitors in
creating new work. Focusing on the interpersonal might be
unexpected from program with such an emphasis on new
technology - but I see it as vital part of the new computing
paradigm.

Conceptual prospecting:
With any preexisting building, an interior designer
has to choose on contrasting or complimenting what
already exists. The existing building site is already full
of contradiction and the program is so new, I chose to
embrace the contrasts as a way to layer multiple meanings
into the space. The relationships I find fruitful involve three
or more ideas, with the end user being an interruption that
resolves the system into a final state. An empty building
has little meaning, and no narrative flow of space unless an
active participant is present to experience the differences
in spaces.

42
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Space planing:
The ideal space plan for the IML holds to the visualization
of the visitor as the agent to resolve the program into a
whole. By choreographing a sequence of decisions, I aim
to reward a visitor’s choice to commit to a certain level of
academic behavior. Reinforcing behaviors that match the
space to communicate my intent, without the prescriptive
“shush” that had been stifling in overly traditional libraries.
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Programing &
Planing

Scale
The model Program Scaled by Area in black, gold & white
respects the square footage of the programmatic elements
as shapes, but pulls them up in height by their importance
at the time to the project. Connections in three dimensions
grow from my rule that the model remain within a rough
rectangular frame to approximate the footprint of the
site. The model of Program by Importance grew as the
program elements stack, while remaining connected to the
Librarian Office block. Black foam denotes the importance
of technology to the program element. The square stack
represents the Holodeck space & the single rectangle shows
the collaborative spaces. This model assumed that the
program elements did not share space, or that the elements
could be overlapped; both are assumptions that were
rejected in the final plan.

Modeling a concept
Modeling the program of the IML led me to a focus on
relationships between Scale, Modules, Contrast, Solidity &
the interdependence of Public and Private in defining the
role of a space. On the column are models that represent
these elements individualy & combined. Not all of the models
are realized in the plan of the IML, but they do raise useful
questions of design.

xxx
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Contrast
Solidity & Contrast play heavily in the models using concrete.
The site has natural contrasts that set up zones in how the
building reads. The column grid is not aligned with the main
entrance or the mid line of the building. Materially there
is a contrast between the steel column grid & the wood
beams & hardwood structural elements. The two floors are
automatically zoned by the differences in flooring & the
polar differences in the availability of natural light. The two
models of the existing structure show the elements that are
constant to both floors one one & unique on the other. The
Concrete models build on Modules, & relationships between
materials.
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Public : Private
Public is rarely mentioned without a relationship to Privacy.
Modeling Privacy alone can yield a closed box; I am
interested in how boundaries are defined in public settings, &
how Private spaces are communicated. A succession of open
spaces are made with two planes of material in the brown
model, but they end up making a variety of overlapping
private spaces. The black model uses the planes of foam
held in a cube arrangement define a private space through
the distance from the open plane opposite. My insight from
the models was that a public / private relationship depends
on contrasting the intended quality with its opposite.
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Origional circulation parti for the building.
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New circulation parti.
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IT Support
Refference Desk

Staff Break

Holodeck

Cafe

2'-6"

5'-0"

7'-6"

814 VCU Depot
Immersive Media Library
vcu IML

10'-0"
50'-0"

2'-6"

5'-0"

7'-6"

814 VCU Depot
Immersive Media Library
vcu IML

10'-0"
50'-0"
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Site

1st Floor Plan
Scale 1" : 10'

1st Floor Plan
Scale 1" : 10'

Plans & Elevations
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Open Wall Display

Office & Group Meeting

Lecture Area

Immersive Workspace

Quiet Research

2'-6"

5'-0"

7'-6"

10'-0"
50'-0"

2'-6"

5'-0"

7'-6"

10'-0"
50'-0"
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Site

2nd Floor Plan
814 VCU Depot
Immersive Media Library Scale 1" : 10'
vcu IML
2nd Floor Plan
814 VCU Depot
Immersive Media Library Scale 1" : 10'
vcu IML
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WEST section Facing the Siegel Center					

Scale 1" : 10'

EAST section Facing the ICA									Scale 1" : 10'
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Site

xxx
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Glass Wall Construction Detail & Axon
Scale 1" : 2'
Existing Steel Column
New 6" C channel steel beam
welded to existing column
O ring gasket
Operable Shade

Glass Panel 4' x 8'

Existing Steel Column
New 6" C channel steel beam
welded to existing column
O ring gasket

9'-0"

Operable Shade

66

Glass Panel 4' x 8'

Librarian Office / Collaborative workspace rythm
The carpet works as a graphic treatment linking the offices
to the collaborative rooms while the curtain walls provide
sound & visual privacy to occupants. The Wall partitions
take advatage of the strength provided by the steel columns
to support the glass panels over a 27’ run. The Panels are
a sandwich of two panes of glass with an operable curtain
in the middle to close of the space to whatever degree the
users wish,

Site

xxx
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Realization

70

Stylex

Vitra Highbacks

Ventura Poliform Arm Chair

Herman Miller Mira 2 Chair

Informal with simple lines gives the Share line the flexibility
to elegantly move between lounge height seating as well
as task height. The components used in the IML are all
lounge scaled, to emphasize the collaborative nature of
the learning at the Library.

Vitra reads as a module rather than as furniture, the back
rise to a height that can block the view of those seated
which makes visually & acoustically private spaces in open
plan environments. These alcoves of quiet are a visual cue
for students in the quiet areas on the second floor to be
mindful how loudly they speak.

Smooth & soft are the first impressions of this chair. It
encourages a sitter to relax & to sink into the information
they are working on.

The office work of the librarian’s demands an ergonomic
chair. The Mira chair offers support, an advanced material
palate & color options that can be choreographed with the
finish selections.

Herman Miller Caper Chair

Herman Miller Stool_One

Stackable seating is needed in the Holodeck which can be
stored in the supply closet.

The cafe seating was chosen for its angles & to be
comfortable enough to sit in for an hour or two; but not to
be occupied by students who were staying to work. The
cafe is not meant to be a work space for students; it is a
social setting for informal interactions.

Ideum Smart Tables
Ideum products are the most versatile table displays
currently available in the US. They have lounge & task
height options along with wall mounted display screens &
angled drafting table style units which would be suitable
for an office work surface.

Quantum Dot or OLED display
These screens can turn corners, are less than an inch thick
and are scaleable to fit across walls. Top mounted short
throw projectors could be used until the displays can be
built into modular wall panels similar to dry wall.
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Perspective :
1st Floor
Front Staircas & Librarian Hub
The partition at right & tiers at left channel traffic
along the new circulation path, with the main
door & elevator at the center. The partition marks
the end of the cafe area & also serves as a display
surface for foot traffic.
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Perspective :
1st Floor
Front Staircase Mezzanine
Behind the beam shown in the view to the right,
the staircase widens to reorient a visitor on their
ascent to the 2nd floor & to make room for tiered
seating along the wall.
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Perspective :
2nd Floor Collaborative spaces
Different types of work need a variety of display
environments. Shown here are tow large format
public display settings. At right the seating &
create a formal setting where a lecturer directs
the flow of information to a larger group. At left
the lounge seating makes an informal boundary
of a collaborative zone facing the display for nonhierarchic group work.
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Perspective :
2nd Floor Open Immersive Walls
The angled immersive walls under a scaled copy
of the roof overhead are for an individual or pair
of visitors to see their data spread across 10’ of
space.
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Perspective :
2nd Floor Open
Immersive Workspace
A room without walls; a bit like the immersive
walls show right, the collaborative hub is for
many individuals or several groups to work
simultaneously at the wall & table displays.
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Perspective :
2nd Floor Librarian Office &
Group Collaboration room
The collaborative nature of research means
that librarian’s should not be tucked away in a
back house zone, even in a footprint as small as
this building. Their contribution to the process
of learning is highlighted by the graphic block
treatment of carpet that overruns the walls &
the immediacy of access the have to the group
meeting rooms.
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Perspective :
2nd Floor Overlooking the
back Staircase
Wrapping around the block of librarian’s offices
& group meeting rooms are quiet zones where
data can be discussed away from the public eye.
The glass walls fronting the rooms are both a
statement of transparency, though the operable
shades allow for privacy; and an acknowledgment
of contrast in materials, glass is an important
new material in the space where wood and even
concrete are not.
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Perspective :
1st Floor Holodeck
Most of the libraries technology augments reality
to support personal interactions and research.
The Holodeck is the exceptional place in the
program for virtual reality. The floor & wrap
around displays can put a large seminar class
in any environment: urban planning from the
perspective of a giant, or the view of an ant from
another ant.
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Perspective :
1st Floor Circulation & Holodeck
The Holodeck occupies the first floor as a distinct
module, its importance to the program — & its
difference from everything else on the first floor
—communicated by the bright color on the wall.
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Perspective :
1st Floor Alley /
Courtyard entrance
The back stairs reorient visitors along the new
circulation path; mirroring the front entry. Carved
concrete shapes form the seating, while display
tables allow for information access. The line
of tables at the corner of the view section off
circulation space for the break room and IT back
office space, which lie outside the view.
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Presentation

94
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The Immersive Media Libraryat vcu

tin

The partition at right & tiers at left channel traffic along the
new circulation path, with the main door & elevator at the
center. The partition marks the end of the cafe area & also
serves as a display surface for foot traffic.
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Perspective: 1st Floor Front Staircase & Librarian Hub

Behind the beam shown in the view to the right, the
staircase widens to reorient a visitor on their ascent to
the 2nd floor & to make room for tiered seating along
the wall.
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Perspective: 1st Floor Holodeck

Perspective: 2nd Floor Overlooking the back Staircase

Perspective: 2nd Floor Librarian Office &
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Holodeck

A virtual reality environment & auditorium
space allowing users to leave Richmond entirely

Public Collaborative Zones

Spaces defined by
furniture or changes in ceiling height that plan for a wide
variety of screen needs with current technology.
Enclosed research
rooms that are more focused than the public zones. These
rooms are built with modular wall systems that are easy to
modify as technology changes over the lifetime of the library.

Scale
The model Program Scaled by Area in black, gold & white respects the
square footage of the programmatic elements as shapes, but pulls them
up in height by their importance at the time to the project. Connections
in three dimensions grow from my rule that the model remain within a
rough rectangular frame to approximate the footprint of the site. The
model of Program by Importance grew as the program elements stack,
while remaining connected to the Librarian Office block. Black foam
denotes the importance of technology to the program element. The square
stack represents the Holodeck space & the single rectangle shows the
collaborative spaces. This model assumed that the program elements
did not share space, or that the elements could be overlapped; both are
assumptions that were rejected in the final plan.
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Private Collaborative Zones

Glass Panel 4' x 8'

Glass Panel 4' x 8'

Existing Materials: 2nd Floor Ceiling
Existing Materials: Flooring
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IT Support Equipment will break, it will malfunction. The
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IT staff will be on hand to fix what can be fixed, & remove
what needs to be operated on.

Existing Steel Column
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At the center of the first floor the
Hub will function like a traditional reference desk where
general questions can be asked & study spaces reserved
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Solidity & Contrast play heavily in the models using concrete. The site has
natural contrasts that set up zones in how the building reads. The column
grid is not aligned with the main entrance or the mid line of the building.
Materially there is a contrast between the steel column grid & the wood
beams & hardwood structural elements. The two floors are automatically
zoned by the differences in flooring & the polar differences in the availability
of natural light. The two models of the existing structure show the elements
that are constant to both floors one one & unique on the other. The Concrete
models build on Modules, & relationships between materials.

Public : Private
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2010
Microsoft kinect
A stand alone bar that combines gesture
& voicecontrol
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Public is rarely mentioned without a relationship to Privacy. Modeling Privacy
alone can yield a closed box; I am interested in how boundaries are defined
in public settings, & how Private spaces are communicated. A succession
of open spaces are made with two planes of material in the brown model,
but they end up making a variety of overlapping private spaces. The black
model uses the planes of foam held in a cube arrangement define a private
space through the distance from the open plane opposite. My insight from
the models was that a public / private relationship depends on contrasting
the intended quality with its opposite.

2000
LCD flatscreens begin replacing CRD
Monitors
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Gross : 19,000 sf
Length : 143'
Width : 64'
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Dimensions

4/26/2015 6:56:32 PM

Modeling the program of the IML led me to a focus on relationships between
Scale, Modules, Contrast, Solidity & the interdependence of Public and
Private in defining the role of a space. On the column are models that
represent these elements individualy & combined. Not all of the models are
realized in the plan of the IML, but they do raise useful questions of design.

New 6" C channel steel beam
welded to existing column
Existing Steel Column
O ring gasket
New 6" C channel steel beam
welded to existing column

9'-0"

Librarian's Hub

Staff Offices Private offices for research librarian’s to
work in visual & acoustical privacy

Glass Wall Construction Detail & Axon
Scale 1" : 2'
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A social space for visitors to interact even if they
have no pressing research needs. Serving drinks & premade
food stuffs.
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To orient a visitor to the building, even to a floor

Cafe

Break room
A Private away space for staff with
access to northern daylight & a view of the commons behind
the library.
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Program:
Entry

EAST section Facing the ICA

Group Collaboration room

5'0"

7'6"

4/26/2015 6:31:40 PM
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Scale 1" : 10'

Site Overview
Date of Construction : 1888
Origional Use : Richmond Trolley
Location : 814 W Broad st

Perspective: 1st Floor Front Staircase Mezzanine

Different types of work need a variety of display
environments. Shown here are tow large format public
display settings. At right the seating & create a formal
setting where a lecturer directs the flow of information
to a larger group. At left the lounge seating makes an
informal boundary of a collaborative zone facing the
display for non-hierarchic group work.
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WEST section Facing the Siegel Center

Perspective: 2nd Floor Open Collaborative spaces
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I have imagined the Immersive
Media Library (IML) as an annex
of the main VCU library, offering a
concentration of visually immersive
spaces to compliment the space
the university is already building in
the renovated Cabell Library. The
design is new in that the emphasis
is placed on the collaboration
between librarians and visitors in
creating new work. Focusing on the
interpersonal might be unexpected
from program with such an
emphasis on new technology - but
I see it as vital part of the new
computing paradigm.

en

With any preexisting building, an
interior designer has to choose on
contrasting or complimenting what
already exists. The existing building
site is already full of contradiction
and the program is so new, I chose
to embrace the contrasts as a
way to layer multiple meanings
into the space. The relationships I
find fruitful involve three or more
ideas, with the end user being
an interruption that resolves the
system into a final state. An empty
building has little meaning, and
no narrative flow of space unless
an active participant is present
to experience the differences in
spaces.
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Good UI is hard to find in film. Films often use effects
to simulate technology that is graphically stunning,
without considering whether it is usable. When what
is imagined in film is practical, it often becomes a
sketch for a product that is developed within a few
years. In 2002, Minority Report became synonymous
with gestural interface, and it showed personalized ads
projected onto a storefront screen as a person walked
by. In 2011, Corning released A Day Made of Glass, which
brought ubiquitous screens into the zeitgeist.

Purpose:

Conceptual prospecting:

g

The computer and Internet revolutions continue. The
user interface revolution has shifted the primary mode
of communication from the abstract mouse/keyboard
combination to direct interaction of touchscreens, voice
commands, and gestures. New display technologies
allow users to link their virtual desktop (pulled from the
cloud, or a cell phone) to a physical desk or to project it
onto the office wall. The physical space a user occupies
will also be the interface with which they manipulate
data. Interior Design will have a large part to play
to assure that whole scenes from science fiction are
realized into well-designed facts.

Michael Rosenthal - Mix
May 2015

The ideal space plan for the IML
holds to the visualization of the
visitor as the agent to resolve
the program into a whole. By
choreographing a sequence of
decisions, I aim to reward a visitor’s
choice to commit to a certain level
of academic behavior. Reinforcing
behaviors that match the space to
communicate my intent, without the
prescriptive “shush” that had been
stifling in overly traditional libraries.
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2003
RIM Blackberry
PDA’s had been products without
a market until the cellphone is
added into it. Use grows among
professionals

2001
2003
Cloud computing
myspace
Faster data speeds allow for off
social media is born
site storage of data backups. Data
speeds prohibit real time off site
processing for large operations

2004
OLED TV
Sony releases OLED TV to
specialty market consumers,
thiner frame, higher pixel
density & color performance

2004
youtube
typical home users have DSL,
enabling video web surfing rather
than file sharing via downloads

2006
Nintendo Wii
Tethered controler for
gestural input

2005
Fiber cable Internet
Fiber optic cables are run into
neighborhoods. Data speeds of 10^9
bits per second are standard

Apple iPhone
mass market adoption of
smartphones
2007

2007
Netflix Streaming
On-demand video via
highspeed internet

2008
Microsoft Surface
Mass market multi-touch table is released

2008
Dropbox
Cloudstorage of data for personal
users. Data is freed from the pc

iPad
Apple tablet with iPhone UI cracks
the tablet market. The laptop is
effectively replaced
2010
SIRI on iPhone
Voice controlled AI coupled with search history & contacts
allows for complex reponses from the software. Open ended
questions or commands based on contextual understanding
humanize the computer

2009
2010
Video chat
pinterest
Google Chat adds live video
feature
Netflix Streaming
Streaming services account for 50% of
bandwidth on the internet in the US

2013
QDot display
Sony releases a large format
quantum dot tv

2011
snapchat
Innovation in the permanence of social media
Twitter
Innovation in the speed of social media

Google Glass
wearable display augments local
reality

2014
2015
Leap
HP Sprout
Gestural UI in laptops & cellphones The Fujitsu Intutive Touch system is
buit into a pc
osmo
Using real world objects as an
interface for tablets

Intuitive Touch
Fujitsu devloped projector & sensor
merges the physical & digital
workspace

facebook
Wikipedia

B2.indd 1
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2002
Minority Report
Intermediate step between the luminous room
& the kinect enters the zeitgeist & marks the
begining of the end for the mouse

2008
Quantum of Solace
Microsoft Surface is on set, the screenscape is not
an effect

2011
A Day Made of Glass
Corning promo for a ubiquitous
computing enviroment from a design
perspective enters the zeitgeist

2012
2013
Prometheus
Oblivion
AI, immersive &
designed screenscape
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Perspective: 2nd Floor Open Immersive Workspace

Perspective: 2nd Floor Open Immersive Walls

Perspective: 2nd Floor Open Collaborative spaces

A room without walls; a bit like the immersive walls show
right, the collaborative hub is for many individuals or
several groups to work simultaneously at the wall & table
displays.

The angled immersive walls under a scaled copy
of the roof overhead are for an individual or pair
of visitors to see their data spread across 10’ of
space.

Different types of work need a variety of display
environments. Shown here are tow large format public
display settings. At right the seating & create a formal
setting where a lecturer directs the flow of information
to a larger group. At left the lounge seating makes an
informal boundary of a collaborative zone facing the
display for non-hierarchic group work.

Perspective: 1st Floor Alley / Courtyard entrance

Perspective: 1st Floor Circulation & Holodeck

Perspective: 1st Floor Holodeck

Perspective: 1st Floor Alley / Courtyard entrance

Perspective: 1st Floor Circulation & Holodeck

Perspective: 1st Floor Holodeck

Here again stairs reorient visitors along the new
circulation & carved concrete forms the seating while
display tables allow for information access. The line of
tables at the corner section off a circulation space for
the break room and IT back office space outside the
view.

The Holodeck occupies the first floor as a distinct
module, its importance to the program — & its
difference from everything else on the first floor —
communicated by the bright color on the wall.

Most of the libraries technology augments reality to support personal
interactions and research. The Holodeck is the exceptional place in
the program for virtual reality. The floor & wrap around displays can
put a large seminar class in any environment: urban planning from the
perspective of a giant, or the view of an ant from another ant.
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Glass Wall Construction Detail & Axon
Scale 1" : 2'
Existing Steel Column
New 6" C channel steel beam
welded to existing column
O ring gasket

9'-0"

Operable Shade

Stylex

Vitra Highbacks

Herman Miller Mira 2 Chair

Ventura Poliform Arm Chair

Ideum Smart Tables

Informal with simple lines gives the
Share line the flexibility to elegantly
move between lounge height
seating as well as task height. The
components used in the IML are all
lounge scaled, to emphasize the
collaborative nature of the learning
at the Library.

Vitra reads as a module rather
than as furniture, the back rise to
a height that can block the view of
those seated which makes visually
& acoustically private spaces in
open plan environments. These
alcoves of quiet are a visual cue
for students in the quiet areas on
the second floor to be mindful how
loudly they speak.

The office work of the librarian’s
demands an ergonomic chair.
The Mira chair offers support, an
advanced material palate & color
options that can be choreographed
with the finish selections.

Smooth & soft are the first
impressions of this chair. It
encourages a sitter to relax & to
sink into the information they are
working on.

Ideum products are the most
versatile table displays currently
available in the US. They have
lounge & task height options along
with wall mounted display screens
& angled drafting table style units
which would be suitable for an
office work surface.

Herman Miller Caper Chair

Herman Miller Chair_One

Herman Miller Stool_One

Microsoft Kinect

Quantum Dot or OLED display

Stackable seating is needed in the
Holodeck which can be stored in
the supply closet.

Angular while also comfortable.
Cast from aluminum with a high
polish finish. The gloss gives a
reflective contrast to the mate
concrete floors, while the angles in
the frame compliment the tables &
the carved seating opposite the

cafe. The cafe seating was chosen for its angles &
to be comfortable enough to sit in for an hour or
two; but not to be occupied by students who were
staying to work. The cafe is not meant to be a work
space for students; it is a social setting for informal
interactions.

Currently a standalone piece of
hardware, 3D sensing equipment
will be built into more and more
hardware as Gestural Interfaces are
introduced to the computing public.

These screens can turn corners,
are less than an inch thick and are
scaleable to fit across walls. Top
mounted short throw projectors
could be used until the displays can
be built into modular wall panels
similar to dry wall.

1979
Put That There
MIT Innovative Media Lab
Voice and hand held pointer control a screen
of arbitrary size. The user gives specific
commands by microphone to perform
preprogrammed operations. Infferences are
possible when the user points to an existing
graphic

1969
ARPAnet
US military and civil network
Networked computers allow for
documents to shared and simple
chatrooms allow for realtime
message exchanges
1977
Star Wars
Robots are anthropormophized, but not explained. The actual props are moved by
humans inside. Computers are bulky flashing lights. Screens come in a variety of
sizes & resolutions. Aside from robots computers only offer a keyboard interface
B5.indd 1

1982
Commodore 64
The most successful pc ever sold. It was less expensive
than the Apple II, geared to office use instead of graphics.
Commodore 64 specifications:
8 color display
84 x 10^3 bytes memory

1984
Cellphone
Motorola is the first true cellphone
instead of a raido linking to recievers
pluged into the phone network.
It weighs 30 oz

1990’s
Apple begins work on a PDA that will become the iPhone
Microsoft R&D begins work on the base technology of the kinect
Lexis Nexus & cloud computing, storage & search for print refferecne materials
1990
AOL
internet becomes common and gains a GUI
Dial up speeds less than 64 x 10^3 bytes per
second. Primarily format is text

1982
BladeRunner
BladeRunner introduced the moviegoing public to the Commodore computer. It took the
computer out of the realm of astronauts & into the home. It showed computers as common
items, that responded to human speech & drove displays that covered buildings

1999
1998
2000
First cellphone with a digital camera
MIT Luminous room
LCD flatscreens begin replacing CRD
Successor to Put That There,
Monitors
Netflix begins it’s direct mail
precursor to the kinect.
subscription for DVD’s
Computer can make inferences
about user actions to a wider aray
of actions. Physical elements of the
room are used for manipuation of
1997
2000
2001
data in real time. The project sees
Cloud computing
College Wifi
High Speed Internet to home users
Faster data speeds allow for off
Carnigie Mellon 1st campus with full wifi multiple screens being used in a
DSL high speed internet service begins in
variety of orientations.
site storage of data backups. Data
densely populated areas of the US.
speeds prohibit real time off site
AOL IM
Speeds range from 256 x 10^3 to
processing for large operations
Chatrooms & social interaction via the internet
100 x 10^6 bits per second

1997
PDA released
Small tablet computer with email
downloaded to the device, limited ability to
send data. Prior atempts had failed, or were
to similar to a laptop to be a distinct device

1992
1996
Video Conference
Google
AT& T rollout of commercial
interactive video

1987
1994
Star Trek TNG
computer networks, PDA’s with speech to text, touchscreens, holodecks tasks drive the
type of intrface used. One of the first shows to use a GUI

Glass Panel 4' x 8'

Wikipedia
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Image Citations
1: apple II: wikicommons image. Bobo11, http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Museum-Enter-6094698.JPG
2: commodore 64: wikicommons image. Bill Bertram, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commodore_64#mediaviewer/File:C64c_system.jpg
3: Blade Runner, Ridley Scott, 1982. Warner Bros. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blade_Runner
4: Blade Runner, Ridley Scott, 1982. Warner Bros. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blade_Runner
5: Prometheus, Ridley Scott, 2012. 20th Century Fox. Scene Capture
6: Prometheus, Ridley Scott, 2012. 20th Century Fox. Scene Capture
7: Minority Report, Steven Spielberg, 2002. 20th Century Fox.
http://www.criticalcommons.org/Members/ironman28/clips/FFminorityReportGesturalinterfaceH264.mov/
8: Oblivion, Joseph Kosinski, 2013. Universal Pictures. Scene Capture
9: http://mscorpnews.blob.core.windows.net/ncmedia/2014/10/Kinect-Care-Innovations-0535_new.jpg
10: Osmo promotional material, 2014. https://www.playosmo.com
11: Osmo promotional material, 2014. https://www.playosmo.com
12: Leap Motion Promotional material, 2014. https://www.leapmotion.com/
13: Leap Motion Promotional material, 2014. https://www.leapmotion.com/
14: Transformative Professional Development Innovating Instruction. Columbia University. Ney York. 2014.
http://ctsc.tc.columbia.edu/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/CTSCatSXSW2014.pdf
15: Modified Microsoft PixcelSense image
16: NCSU Hunt Library website, http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/huntlibrary/
17: NCSU Hunt Library website, http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/huntlibrary/
18: NCSU Hunt Library website, http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/huntlibrary/
19: NCSU Hunt Library website, http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/huntlibrary/
20: NCSU Hunt Library website, http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/huntlibrary/
21: NCSU Hunt Library website, http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/huntlibrary/
22: NCSU Hunt Library website, http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/huntlibrary/
23: GVSU Mary Idema Pew Library, digital tour. http://www.vpix.net/index.php?tour=107837
24: GVSU Mary Idema Pew Library, digital tour. http://www.vpix.net/index.php?tour=107837
25: GVSU Mary Idema Pew Library, digital tour. http://www.vpix.net/index.php?tour=107837
26: GVSU Mary Idema Pew Library, digital tour. http://www.vpix.net/index.php?tour=107837
27: GVSU Mary Idema Pew Library, digital tour. http://www.vpix.net/index.php?tour=107837
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